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Miss McGough 

Things to note… 
 
P.E. will be on Thursday with ASM. 
Please make sure that all items are 
in school and clearly named. (UNICEF 

Article 29) 
 
 

Swimming will be on Tues-
day  afternoons. (UNICEF Arti-

cle 29) 
 
Water bottles need to be 
clearly named and in school 

everyday.  
 
Reading logs are due into school   
every Monday and Thursday when 
they will be signed by the         
teacher/teaching assistant. Children 
can change their reading book as 
soon as it has been read, any day of 
the week. Please encourage your 
child to read for at least 10 minutes 
every night and write a comment in 
their log themselves.  
 
Homework  will be given out 
every Friday and needs to be 
handed in on the  following 
Wednesday.  Children need 
to choose one activity per week from 
the homework grid.  
 
Spellings are taught daily within 

 

In Brief... 

Other Subject Areas 

Our topic this term will focus on the 
Vikings and Anglo Saxons. We will 
combining history and geography this 
term to look  at the fascinating lives 
of these people and find out where 
they came from. We will be drawing 
comparisons between these countries 
and where we live and comparing our 
modern lives to their life styles.  
 

PE will be taught by ASM who will    
focus on invasion games. Swimming 
will be on a Tuesday afternoon at the 
Jubilee Sports Centre.  
 

In computing we will be learning to 
use the internet safely and to use    
sequences and repetition to create 
codes.  (UNICEF Article 17) 
 

In science we will be investigating 
sound and exploring electricity. This 
will include the opportunity to create 
our very own circuits!  
 

This term’s art focus will be on Andy 
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein.  
 

In music the children will continue to 
work with Mrs Cliff on a Thursday    
afternoon.  
 

The children will also continue to 
learn French. Our unit this term is 
called ‘all aboard’! 



  
 

What are we learning? Things I could do at home to support my 
child’s learning 

  During the first couple of weeks of the term, we will be 
starting with our whole school focus on Brilliant Books. 
Year 4 will be studying ‘Wolves’ by Emily Gravett. We 
will be writing narratives based upon this story then   
using it as inspiration to write our own poems.  
We will then be studying the book ‘The Last Viking’ by 
Terry Deary which links wonderfully with our history  
topic.  
After half term, our learning will focus on ‘The Iron Man’ 
by Ted Hughes. We will be using this story to inspire our 
own development of fictional characters and settings. 
We will be incorporating some journalistic writing into 
our work on The Iron Man too.  

 Read often with your child including reading and discussing a variety of 
texts to encourage a love of reading. Please encourage children to write 
meaningful, relevant comments about what they have read in their 
reading logs too.  

 Encourage your child to make links between the different texts that 
they read and to consider how the author has made their writing inter-
esting and enjoyable to read.  

 Help your child to ‘read between the lines’ when reading e.g. being able 
to answer questions like; how do we know this person feels this way? 
How do we know this character’s age? Etc.  

 Use child friendly news websites such as Newsround 
(www.bbc.co.uk/newsround) or  childfriendlynews.com to read about 
recent events and learn about the features of journalistic writing. 

  To start the year, we will be looking at the place value 
of up to 4 digit numbers and ordering, comparing and 
rounding these. We will then be looking at addition and 
subtraction of numbers with up to 4 digits and multiply-
ing and dividing 2 and 3 digit numbers by a single digit 
number.  
Our learning will focus on developing fluency, reasoning 
and problem solving skills including working with our key 
character Victor the Viking to solve some of his prob-
lems. 
We will learn to find the area of shapes and we will 
touch upon fractions, percentages and ratio before   
covering these in more depth during the spring term. 

 Notice and discuss the numbers all around us in everyday life e.g. the 
total cost of a shopping trip, distances shown on road signs or even the 
total number of people attending a football game. Ask your child about 
the value of each digit in this number and why their position is so im-
portant. Practice rounding this number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000. 

 Help your child to learn their times tables by chanting, singing or using a 
variety of websites which have times table games such as 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button. Encourage 
them to practise the corresponding division facts too. 

 Challenge your child to teach you a method they’ve learnt in school. 
This is a great way to secure the children’s understanding of a method.  

 Encourage your child to tell the time on both digital and analogue clocks 
throughout the day and ask them questions about this.  

  This term year 4 will be focusing on four different RE 
units while always focusing on the importance of prayer 
and reflection in the classroom and at home.  
In the first half term we will learn about creation and 
the story of Abraham.  
In the second half term, they will revisit their under-
standing of the Advent period and learn more about the 
build up to Christmas itself.  

 Read and discuss The Wednesday Word with your child at home 
 Provide children with a space in the home for private prayer and reflec-

tion. This may be in their bedroom or another safe, quiet and private 
space.  

 Ask children about what they have been learning about in school. Ask 
them to tell you any prayers they have learnt and discuss the meaning of 
these. Encourage children to make up their own prayers too! 

 Attend  Sunday mass services whenever possible. 
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